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FROM THE DESK OF THE PRESIDENT

I'M READY...
ARE YOU?

BY JUSTIN BRUCE

T

Justin Bruce is Executive Vice
President of Bruce & Merrilees
Electric Company.
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hank you to the Governing Membership for
electing me to be the next president of The
Association of Union Constructors (TAUC). I
have been involved with the association for many
years and I am truly honored to serve.
I especially want to thank Steve Johnson of GEM Inc.
for his outstanding leadership and service over these
past three years. Steve was thrust into a very challenging situation, and not only did he do a fantastic
job leading this organization, but he also helped the
entire industry through the worst of the pandemic. I
look forward to Steve’s continued involvement with
the board and for his future help and guidance, which
I know I will utilize.
My goal is to continue to build on that track record
of success with the support of TAUC staff, the Board
of Directors and you, our dedicated members.
The next three years will be an exciting journey. Our
industry is preparing for more work from both the private and public sectors than we’ve seen in decades.
But in order to complete that work, we need people.
We need to recruit qualified workers — both into the
building trades and into leadership and support roles
for our member contractors.
And that means looking everywhere — thinking
outside the “way we have always done it.” I am sure
that everyone can agree that the industry needs to
continue seeking out and recruiting more diverse
candidates for our trades and our businesses. I’m
excited for TAUC to help on that front.
I’m also looking forward to working with the TAUC
Innovation and Technology Committee, chaired by
Timothy Hoch of APM. It’s crucial that we continue
to learn how best to leverage technology to become
safer and more efficient and to change the perception of what “construction” is for a new generation.
It’s a matter of industry survival as well as growth.

We need everyone pulling on the same side of
the rope and with the same interests and goals in mind.
If we have a united front, we can do great things.
Our board met this past September to discuss and debate the
strategic direction of the association. Our dedicated Board of
Directors generated a lot of ideas as to how TAUC can help grow
and enhance our industry for the better. Five main initiatives
were agreed upon.
1. Environmental Health and Safety: Our goal is to ensure our
members have the tools and resources they need so that the
men and women working on their projects go home safely
each night. That means tracking and influencing regulations
coming from OSHA, having our fingers on the pulse of the
issues affecting our members, and finding subject matter
experts who can help and train our members to address
those topics proactively and ahead of a potential crisis.
2. Our Relationship With Our Partners in Labor: We will
continue to facilitate meaningful interactions with the leadership of the building trades unions. We will work with them
in every way we can to recruit and grow a new generation
into the construction industry, one that reflects our nation’s
changing demographics. We view a career in our industry as
a direct path into the middle class and a bright and stable
future.
3. Government Affairs: We will increase TAUC’s influence on
Capitol Hill and inspire our members to get more involved
at both the state and federal levels. TAUC is weighing in on
our members’ behalf on Davis-Bacon wage protections proposed regulations and on OSHA’s proposed rule to amend
the Occupational Illness and Injury Recordkeeping and their
initiative to protect workers from heat-related hazards; and
we have worked tirelessly on addressing the challenges
faced by the multiemployer pension system. It is imperative that our members also step up and attend our annual
legislative conference and speak to their elected officials on
these issues (and others) to ensure they receive the attention we know they deserve.

4. Technology: We will identify and promote innovative companies and solutions that our entire tripartite community
can take advantage of. We want not only our members to
be on the leading edge but the owner-clients and trades as
well. TAUC’s Industrial Grade Innovation Conference is one
way we go about this; its purpose is not only to showcase
new and existing technology to our membership but also
to highlight how our contractors and their partners in labor
are incorporating that technology on the jobsite and in their
training programs.
5. Customer Outreach and Engagement: We bring ownerclients together with both our contractors and the building
trades to ensure we continue to meet their needs. We want
to find new ways to increase the number of customers in the
TAUC community. Construction and maintenance is a business driven by relationships, and relationships take attention and work in order to prosper.
We need everyone pulling on the same side of the rope and
with the same interests and goals in mind. If we have a united
front, we can do great things. As your new president, I stand
ready to work with my fellow Board members, our dedicated
staff of professionals and of course my fellow members to bring
these initiatives and others to fruition. n
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SELL ME
THIS PEN
BY DANIEL HOGAN, TAUC CEO

“S

ell me this pen” is an ask that job seekers frequently
run into during interviews. The hiring manager will
quite literally hand the candidate a pen and simply ask
the person to “sell me this pen.” If you have seen Martin Scorsese’s
2013 film Wolf of Wall Street, you undoubtedly remember the
scene where Jordan Belfort, played by Leonardo DiCaprio, challenges one of his colleagues with this scenario. Now, if you are
someone looking for a job in sales, you would do well to prepare yourself for this curveball should it present itself during an
interview. How a candidate responds could mean the difference
between a new job or another day of scrolling through job openings. This question finds its way into interviews because it reveals
a lot about the candidate. I will not spend the rest of this article
running a sales training seminar on how to best answer this brain
bender, but I will share that unsurprisingly it has a lot to do with
listening to the needs of the person to whom you are selling.
Some of you might be thinking that you are not in sales, and
you are certainly not in the writing instrument industry. I will
respectfully disagree with you on one of those points — we are
all in sales. We sell jobsite safety every day. We sell a skilled, reliable and productive workforce every day, and we also sell unrivaled quality. When I use the term “sell,” what I also mean is that
we build upon our past successes…we are only as good as our
last job. That is the reality of our business, and we embrace it.
Through it all, though, what has remained consistent is that we
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have listened to the needs of our end user — the owner-client.
There is nothing profound there, but we have not just listened,
we have met their challenges with inventive labor-management
cooperation. We have found paths to success through high levels
of effective communication, timely responses to critical issues
and avenues like addendums to meet the changing landscape
of the various industries that rely on us. However, the tactics
we employ to maintain our hold in these industries are nothing
without the leaders who carry them out each day. Since I subscribe to the notion that opportunities to lead can be found by
everyone on our respective teams, I am not only talking about
C-level individuals here — it takes the whole ship.
At our Leadership Conference this May, I challenged those in
attendance to “sell” TAUC’s mission to the men and women in
their respective circles of influence who also believe in strong
union labor-management cooperation. I am talking about the
men and women who aren’t here yet. That’s why we’re asking you
to reach out to this next generation. Those individuals who need
to start building the relationships that many of you have already
forged here at TAUC — the relationships that have helped you
and your businesses succeed. I am referring to your general contractors, your subcontractors, your construction management
firms, they are teeming with people who were just like you when
you first set out in your career. Sell them on the virtues of TAUC
— who we are and what we stand for. Invite them to come to one

of our exclusive meetings and events. Introduce them to us. Give
them my number. We need them now more than we have ever
needed them. If we want our industry, the union construction and
maintenance industry, to grow during this once-in-a-generation
market opportunity, we will need people to fill the ranks. Let us
work together and leverage our collective strengths to gain more
market share and not only dominate the sectors where we are
currently strong but also expand into other sectors that need
your expertise and quality.
With filling the ranks in mind, Steve Johnson, President of GEM,
Inc., recently completed his three-year term as TAUC president
and officially handed over the reins to Justin Bruce, Executive
Vice President of Bruce & Merrilees Electric Company. Steve
often referred to himself as the “invisible president,” citing that
his tenure covered almost two years of the pandemic during
which time TAUC was unable to host its marquee Leadership
Conference, Industrial Grade Innovation (IGI) Conference and
Expo, State of the Union Construction Industry Forum as well as
other important networking and collaborative functions. While
Steve might not have been able to preside over these exceedingly
popular events in-person, I can assure you that he worked tirelessly behind the scenes to guide your association through the
pandemic and bring the industry together. In retrospect, his role
was a more difficult presidency — associations live or die based
on their ability to have individuals and businesses voluntarily
participate. We rely heavily upon interpersonal relationships,
building them, maintaining them and getting everyone to push
in the same direction...and doing so virtually was not something
easily accomplished. While the term “invisible” might resound
to some, I can attest that Steve was anything but. Thank you,
Steve, for the time, dedication and unwavering support that you
provided to our association. I also want to congratulate Justin on
his ascension to President. I have known Justin for many years,
and I know he, too, will bring an incredible amount of dedication,
energy and professionalism to the job.
The union construction and maintenance industry is open for
business and so is your association, The Association of Union
Constructors! God bless, be safe and I hope that you have a productive end to your summer. Happy selling! n

Daniel Hogan is the CEO of
The Association of Union
Constructors and also serves
as Impartial Secretary
and CEO of the National
Maintenance Agreements
Policy Committee, Inc.
(NMAPC).

"...we are all in
sales. We sell
jobsite safety
every day. We sell
a skilled, reliable
and productive
workforce every
day, and we also sell
unrivaled quality.”
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New Beginnings,
Old Standards

Bill Cornett, Operations
Manager GEM Inc./
Industrial Relations
Committee Chair

BY BILL CORNET T

W

e can all look for opportunities to
lead each and every day, and that’s
exactly what my predecessors who served
as Industrial Relations Committee (IRC)
Chairpersons did for many years. Hello,
I’m Bill Cornett and I am the IRC’s new
Chairperson. I’m excited to jump into this
leadership role at TAUC and represent my
fellow industrial relations professionals! I’m
thankful and encouraged by the leadership,
engagement and commitment of all those
who have served on this committee before
me. Thank you for setting the standard
to continue the growth of industrial relations. The most recent Industrial Relations
Committee meeting, which took place at
this year’s TAUC Leadership Conference,
included discussion on various topics,
including the TAUC 2022 Union Craft Labor
Supply Survey. One of the biggest opportunities we have as union constructors is
engaging, attracting and retaining young
construction professionals. I am talking
about all construction professionals,
including project/construction managers
and safety professionals in addition to

As contractors, we have
a vested interest in our
ability to attract and
retain talent and working
in harmony with our
signatory unions to do
the same.
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craftspeople. Ninety-five percent of the
respondents to the survey were 40 years of
age or older while there were no responses
from those between ages 20-29. The
2017 American Community Survey data
revealed that the median age of construction workers in the United States is 42, with
many of the states reporting the median
age to be as high as 45.
We’ve all heard the statistic that thousands of baby boomers are retiring daily.
While this initial shock of thousands of
employees retiring per day can be a lot to
digest, it is also a number that includes
many other industries making it more palatable. As contractors, we have a vested
interest in our ability to attract and retain
talent and working in harmony with our signatory unions to do the same.
A group of individuals our society tends
to forget about are active-duty service
members. Hundreds of men and women
leave the military daily, many of which do
not know what their next steps will be.
Many of these service members transitioning back to civilian life bring attributes that contractors and unions value:
strong work ethic, attention to detail and
leadership skills. These are only a few
traits many veterans carry with them. An
organization that helps support service

members transitioning back to civilian life
by connecting veterans with our industry
is Helmets to Hardhats. Many international
unions have started their own programs
increasing recruitment into the construction industry from the military community. To name a few — the Carpenter’s
International has its MVP-Military Veterans
Program, the Electrical workers has
VEEP-Veteran's Electrical Entry Program,
and the United Association has its VIPVeterans in Piping Program. All these programs are focused on one thing — creating
a pathway to a registered apprenticeship
program for our veterans.
As leaders in the construction industry,
we can help change the perception of our
industry. The construction industry is
moving away from perceptions of the past.
It is a safe, innovative and diverse work
environment. We have the opportunity to
inform and educate our communities on
how our industry is changing and why it is
a viable and excellent choice for a career.
The construction industry is constantly
evolving and changing to be able to meet
our customers' needs. Making sure we
have the tools and programs to attract,
train and retain the best employees and
craftspeople should be our priority. n

THE MORE
THINGS
CHANGE.
THE MORE
THEY STAY
THE SAME.
At Songer Services, we’ve grown our
in-house capabilities to meet the needs
of expanding industrial construction
opportunities in metals, chemical, oil,
gas and civil installations. Automation.
Electrical. Fabrication. Civil engineering.
Heavy lifts. Bigger builds. And more.
But all this change isn’t
is worth a hill of
beans if we forget who we are. We’re
still the no nonsense, honest day’s work
for an honest day’s pay construction
company that takes every job personally.
We wear that little chip on our shoulder
with pride, each day we go to work.
Everything’s changed. And nothing has.
Everything
See for yourself.

songerservices.com

SONGER.
READY TO GO
TO WORK.
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Changes Are Coming
at the NLRB

Jonathan C. Fritts,
Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius LLP

BY JONATHAN C. FRIT TS

J

uly marks the one-year anniversary of
a Democratic majority at the National
Labor Relations Board (NLRB). It has also
been one year since Jennifer Abruzzo
began serving as the NLRB’s General
Counsel, the agency’s top prosecutor.
In the first year of her term as General
Counsel, Ms. Abruzzo has signaled that
she will be seeking to change or reverse
NLRB precedent on many important
issues, such as:
• What constitutes protected concerted activity under the National
Labor Relations Act (NLRA)?
• What is the standard for determining
whether an employer’s policies or
work rules are unlawful because
they could be read to interfere with
employees’ rights under the NLRA?
• Can an employer treat an investigation of workplace misconduct as
confidential?
• Do employees have the right to use
their employer’s email system (or
other communication systems used
by the employer) for union-related
communications?
• What should the standard be for
determining whether employees
are misclassified as independent
contractors?
• Under what circumstances do offduty employees of a contractor have
the right of access to an employer’s
property?
• Under what circumstances do union
representatives have the right to
access to an employer’s property?
• Must an employer recognize a union
based on authorization cards, or
can the employer insist on an NLRB
election?
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• Are employer captive-audience
speeches unlawful?
• Is an employer required to continue
dues check off after a collective bargaining agreement expires?
• Under what circumstances will an
employer have an obligation to provide a union with financial information during collective bargaining?
• Does an employer have the right to
hire permanent replacement workers
during a strike?
• Do employees have the right to
engage in a series of short, intermittent strikes?
• Will the NLRB defer to an arbitration
award that involves the same issue
as an unfair labor practice charge?
Although the NLRB’s General Counsel
has great discretion to argue for changes
in the law, it takes time for the right cases
to be identified and for those cases to work
their way through the litigation process at
the NLRB. This process can take months,
if not years.
Even after the General Counsel has
decided to prosecute a case that presents
one of these issues, the case must be litigated in a hearing before an Administrative
Law Judge (ALJ). The ALJ does not have
the power to change existing NLRB case
law. Only the NLRB can change its own
precedent.
After the ALJ issues a decision based on
existing law, the case can be reviewed by
the five-member NLRB. It can take a year,
and sometimes two or three years, for the
NLRB to review a case and issue a decision. Decisions that change the law take
more time than routine decisions based on
existing law.

While this process takes time, we will
soon see the first precedent-changing
decisions from the Biden NLRB. Employers
should be prepared to react quickly and
even consider changing their policies and
practices in anticipation of changes in the
law. The NLRB often applies its new standards retroactively, so conduct that may
be lawful today may be treated as unlawful
when the NLRB eventually issues a decision that changes the law.
The NLRB’s decisions are subject to
judicial review in a federal court of appeals.
There may (and probably will) be challenges to decisions that change the law.
But even if a federal court of appeals disagrees with the NLRB’s decision, the NLRB
generally will not change its precedent.
The NLRB will continue to apply its precedent in future cases unless and until the
NLRB’s view of the law is reversed by the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Employers should expect that any precedent-changing decisions issued by the
Biden NLRB will have a continuing impact
for years to come. n
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STARTUP BATTLE 2022
VOTE AND SHAPE THE FUTURE OF CONSTRUCTION
Construction technology startups compete in head-to-head
battles to see who will be named:
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$20,000

Sponsored by:

award winners

TAUC Presents Fourth Annual
Joseph R. La Rocca Union
Project of the Year Awards
BY KIRK WEST WOOD

T

he Association of Union Constructors
(TAUC) on May 19 presented the fourth
annual Joseph R. La Rocca Union Project
of the Year Awards as part of its annual
Leadership Conference. The awards
recognize outstanding work performed
under labor-management cooperation and
were named in honor of a true pioneer in
the union construction industry. Joseph
R. La Rocca served as Executive Vice
President of TAUC’s predecessor organization, the National Erectors Association,
from its inception in 1969 until his retirement in 1986. In addition, he also served
as the first Impartial Secretary of the
National Maintenance Agreements Policy
Committee Inc. (NMAPC) and was instrumental in spearheading its creation and
shepherding its unprecedented growth
throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
The impact Joe made on TAUC, and the
industry as a whole, is still felt today. His
passion for the business and the people
who are served by it are a vital part of his
legacy. His philosophy was simple: you
don’t just serve the contractors, the participating unions and/or the owner; your service is an even higher calling to the union
construction industry as a whole. That is
a true testament to his — and TAUC’s —
approach to leadership, and the reason
why this award is named in his honor.
There are three award categories, for
projects of:
• Less than $5 million
• $5 million to $50 million
• Above $50 million.
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Kirk Westwood
is the Director of
Marketing for both The
Association of Union
Constructors and the
National Maintenance
Agreements Policy
Committee, Inc.

This year we were pleased to
present two awards. One in the
$5 million to $50 million category and one in the above $50
million category.
The judges for this year’s
awards were: Jason Scollin,
Black & Veatch; Aaron Geiger,
Alberici
Constructors;
Bill
Cornett,
GEM,
Inc.;
and
Anthony Lancia, AGC of
Missouri.
In the first category — $5
million to $50 million — the
award went to TAUC Governing
Member
Barton
Malow
Company, which partnered
with the Michigan Building
Trades Council for work on
Lansing Power Constructors’ Delta Energy
Centerline Project in Lansing, Michigan.
This project involved the setting and
installing of all major equipment in a new
power plant. The overall project plan was
for civil and site work to be completed,
then the team would set the major equipment onto their foundations. Throughout
the successful project, the partners maintained a culture of flexibility and collaboration. When faced with unique challenges
and coordination requirements, they did
whatever was necessary to deliver on
safety, quality and productivity.
In the second category — $50 million and
above — the winner was Gallagher-Kaiser
Corporation for its work with the Michigan
Building Trades on General Motors’ Factory
ZERO — 1st Battery Electric Truck Plant in
Detroit/ Hamtramck, Michigan. This $870
million project encompassed 3.4 million

work hours and was completed under the
National Maintenance Agreements with a
zero DART rate. The project schedule was
very aggressive and included decommissioning and preparing for demolition of
the old Detroit Hamtramck assembly plant
and retrofit and building additions for the
new Detroit Factory ZERO Battery Electric
Truck project. BIM 3D scanning and point
cloud technology were used for the retrofit. The project team worked closely in
tripartite meetings with the owner, prime
contractors, subcontractors and building
trades to review labor demands, timing,
and project curves. They worked together
as a team to problem-solve and mitigate
roadblocks. Their communication as
a team made the project in a busy and
demanding labor market successful.
Congratulations to all of this year’s
winners! n

award winners

Thomas J. Reynolds Awards for Excellence
in Construction Safety & Health
2022 Zero DART Winners

Category One:
Over 1 Million Hours Worked

1,518,176
Hours Worked
Offices: PA, DE, IN, MN,
MA, OH, IL

1,462,869
Hours Worked
Offices: TN, KY, SC, WV

1,387,829
Hours Worked
Offices: UT, CO

1,271,606
Hours Worked
Offices: MI; Monterrey,
México; Ontarioi

1,048,336
Hours Worked
Offices: IN, PA, OH

JJ White Inc. has a long history of serving multiple construction industries with numerous different clients. From commercial to industrial projects that comprise the pharmaceutical,
petrochemical and institutional industries, JJ White has the
experience to make your project a success.

Broadway Electric Service Corporation (BESCO) is your
electrical partner for construction projects, maintenance
support and emergency services, delivering excellence every
day. While we've proudly expanded our capabilities, we remain
committed to the electrical expertise our clients have trusted
and relied on for the past 60 years.
Hunt Electric Inc. is a full-service electrical, technology and
infrastructure contractor known for providing quality services
that span all markets. Founded in 1986, Hunt Electric continues
to lead the industry across the Intermountain West.

Gallagher-Kaiser Corporation is a vertically integrated, turnkey supplier of industrial systems, custom HVAC, mechanical
systems and electrical power distribution. We provide expertise across a wide array of markets, performing everything
from design conception to the management of complex paintfinishing systems. Over our 70-year history, we’ve steadily
grown to become the world's top paint-finishing supplier.

STEVENS Engineers & Constructors is a team of dedicated
professionals supported by trained and experienced craftsmen.
The industrial construction and engineering industry is built
and delivered on the foundation of transparency, honesty and
integrity our customers have come to expect.
2022
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TJR Awards continued
Category Three:
100,000 to 499,999 Hours Worked

Category Two:
500,000 to 1 Million Hours Worked

State

Hours

Beltline Electric Company, Inc.

KY

482,036

941,497

Monarch Welding & Engineering, Inc.

MI

439,031

MI

867,490

Stevenson Crane Service, Inc.

IL

427,130

Universal Piping Industries, LLC

MI

835,853

William Charles Construction

IL

376,270

Nooter Construction Company

MO

825,266

Pioneer Pipe, Inc.

OH

363,814

McCarl's, Inc.

PA

769,792

Progressive Mechanical, Inc.

MI

317,888

Amex Nooter, LLC

IL

763,828

Dearborn Mid-West Company

MI

308,624

Performance Mechanical, Inc.

CA

736,688

F.E. Moran, Inc. Special Hazard
Systems

IL

292,103

RMF Nooter, Inc.

OH

726,029

Thermal Solutions, Inc.

OH

282,439

Black & Veatch Construction, Inc.

KS

696,000

Swan Electric Company

MI

280,556

Bruce & Merrilees Electric
Company

PA

549,035

APComPower, Inc.

CT

272,195

Devon Industrial Group

MI

515,495

StructSure Scaffold Solutions, LLC

WV

269,504

Fluor Constructors International,
Inc.

SC

515,319

R.L. Bondy Insulation, LLC

MI

260,930

Henderson Services, LLC

KY

255,804

Black Swamp Steel

OH

241,260

All Crane Rental of Pennsylvania

PA

174,414

Meccon Industries, Inc.

IL

160,741

Simakas Company, Inc.

PA

148,685

DLZ Industrial, LLC

IN

129,327

J.R. Jensen Construction Company

WI

128,007

Hayden Wrecking Corporation

IL

123,010

Burnham Industrial Contractors

PA

115,636

Company

State

Hours

Walbridge Aldinger Company

MI

980,797

Scheck Mechanical

IL

International Industrial
Contracting Corporation

14
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Company

About the Awards
Category Four:
Less than 99,999 Hours Worked
Company

State

Hours

National Steel City, LLC

MI

76,930

Concorp, Inc.

MO

70,019

Enerpipe

OH

49,189

Chemsteel Construction

PA

45,155

Total Mill Services, Inc.

IN

22,455

MSI Construction, Inc.

IN

11,888

Delta Nooter

OH

9,077

Established in 1983, the Thomas J. Reynolds Awards for
Excellence in Construction Safety and Health were named
in honor of a long-serving member of TAUC's predecessor
organization, the National Erectors Association (NEA).
A U.S. Navy veteran, Thomas J. Reynolds spent more
than 40 years in the construction industry, starting out
as a union ironworker, boilermaker and millwright. From
1955 to 1976, he held a variety of high-level safety positions at Bethlehem Steel, culminating in his appointment
as Supervisor of Plant Protection and Safety at the company's Burns Harbor, Indiana, facility. He went on to serve
as Corporate Manager of Safety for Morrison Construction
Company for many years.
In 1980, Mr. Reynolds assisted in writing proposed
construction safety standards for OSHA. In 1986, he was
invited by Labor Secretary William Brock to join OSHA's
Advisory Committee on Construction Safety and Health,
becoming the first NEA member to participate on this prestigious panel. The appointment was a fitting capstone to a
career dedicated to advancing worker safety.
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Bryan Newman Named 2022
TAUC Craftperson of the Year
BY MEL ANIE CORRIET TE

B

ryan Newman has been named Acceptance Oversight to ensure the matethe 2022 TAUC James J. Willis rials were properly handled for disposal. In
Craftperson of the Year, sponsored by short…it was no ordinary job.
TAUC Legacy Partner Milwaukee Tool.
All site-specific training and safety meetBryan is a member of Heat and Frost ings were conducted in conjunction with
Insulators Local #80 in Worthington, Fluor BWXT, the general contractor on-site.
Kentucky, and was nominated by TAUC Regulatory audits and inspections were
Governing Member Thermal Solutions for conducted by the general contractor and
his outstanding leadership on the Transite DOE. Most of the work was completed on
Panel Removal Project at the Portsmouth third shift to facilitate demolition during
Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Piketon, Ohio.
the day. This work schedule created its
When Thermal Solutions was awarded own set of challenges — such as lighting,
the work to remove 14,311 3.5-by-10.5-foot communication and procurement of supasbestos-containing transite panels from plies. Overall, the project was completed
the exterior of the X-326 Process Building without injury and ahead of schedule.
at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant
These challenges were met with the outto prepare the building for demolition, they standing leadership and commitment to
knew they had to select the right craft- his craft, and ultimately why TAUC’s panel
person for the job. Not only did the work of judges selected James “Bryan” Newman
require the removal of the transite panels, as the 2022 James J. Willis Craftperson of
but it also included the removal of 114,450 the Year.
lead dome head fasteners that secured
Bryan was able to meet all of his goals
each panel to the building. They removed, successfully and the project was comcollected and packaged those for disposal. pleted three months ahead of schedule. In
A 25-foot section of asbestos-containing addition, Bryan served as a liaison between
pipe insulation was also removed.
Thermal Solutions and the general conThe Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant tractor. He successfully passed all audits
is a decommissioned uranium-enrichment and inspections and was able to maintain
plant and is under the oversight of the productive working relationships with the
Department of Energy (DOE). The work general contractor, site owner and other
being performed was in an area consid- contractors and crafts on-site. Bryan sucered to be a “high contamination area.” cessfully managed not only the administraDue to the radiological boundaries of the tive aspects of the job, but he also handled
worksite, employees, supplies, materials labor issues, material procurement and
and equipment were continually monitored safety oversight, and he coordinated serby radiological technicians for contamina- vices from other contractors while still
tion. In addition, any items brought into meeting all project milestones.
the area or any waste that was generated
The size of the project necessitated a
was required to be inspected by Waste large budget. The budget was monitored
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"Bryan’s leadership on the
project exceeded everyone’s
expectations and helped
to make this project such a
success. The progress of this
project was featured in several
Fluor and DOE newsletters."

closely and through each
phase of the contract by all
parties involved. Bryan was
responsible for documenting
— John Stevens, President,
any additional work, delays or
Thermal Solutions
new requirements to ensure
Bryan Newman
they were added to the budget
and were eligible for reimbursement. As a firm-price project, the budget was established prior to
to memorialize James J. Willis Sr. He was a dear friend and supthe start of work. However, as additional requirements or changes
porter of TAUC and an authentic leader within the union construcwere made in the scope, additional funds were allotted as needed.
tion industry for more than five decades. Jim started out as an
Bryan tracked the expenditures and any add-ons to ensure the job
apprentice ironworker in 1945 at the age of just 16 and eventually
was completed within the budget.
rose to the rank of First General Vice President within the internaThe quality of the project was constantly monitored by teams of
tional union. He also served as President and Labor Co-Chairman
technicians provided by the general contractor and DOE. Bryan
of the National Maintenance Agreements Policy Committee, Inc.
and the Thermal Solutions team were required to meet certain
(NMAPC) from 1988 to 2000.
standards not only in quantity of panels but in the techniques
Jim was hugely influential within the union construction
and tools that were used during removal. Their processes were
industry, and his steadfast commitment to fairness and cooperacontinually evaluated for efficiency and safety and to ensure that
tion was legendary. It is fitting that the award bearing his name
regulatory requirements were met for removal and disposal of all
honors a union worker who demonstrates unparalleled leaderregulated materials. Any possibility for environmental pollutants
ship and professionalism, because Jim exhibited the same qualiwere mitigated through air monitoring, groundwater testing and
ties throughout his life.
radiological surveys. Due to the nature of the removal and the
The James J. Willis Craftperson of the Year Award recognizes
unique hazards this project was held to the highest standards by
five categories of achievement:
federal, state and local regulatory agencies.
• Safety and Health
As Thermal Solutions stated in its submission: “Bryan’s leader• Schedule and Budget Productivity
ship on the project exceeded everyone’s expectations and helped
• Cost Savings
to make this project such a success. The progress of this project
• Innovation
was featured in several Fluor and DOE newsletters.”
• Outstanding Craftsmanship
Projects must be completed in the calendar year of the award.
About the James J. Willis Craftperson of the Year Award
Nominations are forwarded to our judge’s panel to be evaluThe James J. Willis Craftperson of the Year Award honors outated and ranked in each category. This year, the members of
standing labor-management cooperation and quality craftsmanthe James J. Willis Award Task Force were: Rusty Brown, Kiewit;
ship in the union construction and maintenance industries. It is
Timothy Hoch, APM; Don Austin, Worley Industrial Services;
given to building trades members who have a gift for recognizing
and Dave Daquelente, Master Builders’ Association of Western
the vision of a project and can bring that vision to fruition in a proPennsylvania. n
fessional manner.
The recognition program was originally created in 1989 as the
Craftsman of the Year Award. TAUC changed the name in 2008
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Stevens Engineers & Constructors, Inc.*

Industrial Contractors Skanska*

BMWC Constructors, Inc.*

Solid Platforms, Inc.*

The Jamar Company*

Universal Piping Industries, LLC

Lighthouse Electric Co., Inc.

MPW Environmental Services, Inc.

ACMS Group, Inc.

International Industrial Contracting Corporation*

Hayes Mechanical Inc.

Gallagher-Kaiser Corporation*

C.R. Meyer and Sons Company*

Babcock & Wilcox Construction Co., LLC*

Riggs Distler & Company, Inc.*

Conti Corporation

SSS, Inc.*

GEM Industrial Inc.*

Superior Electric Great Lakes Co.*

Enerfab Power & Industrial, Inc.*

BrandSafway Industries LLC*

AZCO Inc.*

Barton Malow Company*

Change Contractor

www.stevensec.com

www.usa.skanska.com

www.bmwc.com

www.solidplatforms.com

www.jamarcompany.com

www.universalpiping.com

www.lighthouseelectric.com

www.mpwservices.com

www.acmsgroup.com

www.iiccusa.com

www.hayesmechanical.com

www.gkcorp.com/construction

www.crmeyer.com

www.babcock.com/home/about/
services/construction-and-installation

www.riggsdistler.com

www.theconticorporation.com

www.songerservices.com

www.rlgbuilds.com/companies/gem-inc

www.seglc.com

www.enerfab.com

www.brandsafway.com

www.azco-inc.com

www.bartonmalow.com

Website

548,409

556,885

584,621

590,807

598,718

608,856

627,119

643,098

671,545

693,087

709,423

722,013

732,616

774,390

776,576

880,850

882,727

902,790

1,169,184

1,391,202

1,400,088

1,734,747

Work Hours

Middleburg Heights, OH 519,229

Evansville, IN

Indianapolis, IN

Portage, IN

Duluth, MN

Troy, MI

Canonsburg, PA

Hebron, OH

Crown Point, IN

Sterling Heights, MI

Chicago, IL

Troy, MI

Oshkosh, WI

Akron, OH

Cherry Hill, NJ

Sterling Heights, MI

Washington, PA

Walbridge, OH

Troy, MI

Cincinnati, OH

East Hazel Crest, IL

Appleton, WI

Southfield, MI

City & State

top nma contractors

Here are the top 50 signatory contractors
that performed the most construction
and maintenance work hours under
the NMA last year. TAUC Governing
Members are denoted by an asterisk
next to their name. Work hours figures
are based on data received through midJune 2022.

The National Maintenance
Agreements Policy
Committee, Inc. (NMAPC)
is proud to showcase the
top signatory contractors
and owners that used
the NMA in 2021.

top nma contractors
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-13
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M.J. Electric*

Automatic Systems, Inc.

Devon Industrial Group*

Overhead Conveyor Company*

RMF Nooter, Inc.*

Aristeo Construction*

Graycor Industrial Constructors Inc.*

StructSure Scaffold Solutions LLC*

AECOM Industrial Maintenance Inc.

Rudolph/Libbe, Inc.*

Motor City Electric

Ideal Contracting, LLC*

Morrison Construction Company

Minnotte Contracting Corporation*

The Boldt Company*

McAbee Construction, Inc.

Advantage Industrial Systems, LLC

Industrial Power Systems Inc. (OH)

McCarl's Inc.*

Commercial Contracting Corporation*

John E. Green Co.

Lakehead Constructors, Inc.

Newtron, LLC

Chapman Corporation*

Sterling Boiler & Mechanical, Inc.

Superior Electric Tennessee Valley Company

Amex Nooter LLC*

www.mjelectric.com

www.asi.com

www.devonindustrial.com

www.occsystems.com

www.rmfnooter.com

www.aristeo.com

www.graycor.com

www.structsurescaffoldsolutions.com

www.aecom.com/services/operationsmaintenance/industrial-commercialoperations-maintenance

www.rlgbuilds.com/companies/
rudoplh-libbe-inc

www.mceco.com

www.idealcontracting.com

www.mcco.com

www.dayzim.com/minnotte

www.theboldtcompany.com

www.mcabeeconstruction.com

www.aisystemsgroup.com

www.ipscontractor.com

www.mccarl.com

www.cccnetwork.com

www.johnegreen.com

www.lakeheadconstructors.com

www.thenewtrongroup.com

www.chapmancorporation.com

www.sterlingindustrialllc.com

www.setvco.com

www.cicgroup.com/nooter

Iron Mountain, MI

Kansas City, MO

Detroit, MI

Ferndale, MI

Toledo, OH

Livonia, MI

Oakbrook Terrace, IL

256,605

258,344

260,295

264,841

265,364

270,320

277,121

282,827

289,624

Cleveland, OH

Gallipolis Ferry, WV

305,799

308,012

316,424

350,956

352,151

355,589

367,075

368,591

393,572

401,689

434,131

440,439

444,433

456,991

470,511

471,862

494,841

502,791

Walbridge, OH

Detroit, MI

Detroit, MI

Hammond, IN

Pittsburgh, PA

Appleton, WI

Tuscaloosa, AL

Frankfort, IL

Rossford, OH

Beaver Falls, PA

Auburn Hills, MI

Highland Park, MI

Superior, WI

Nederland, TX

Washington, PA

Evansville, IN

Nashville, TN

University Park, IL

After the Top 50 list, you will find a
listing of the top owners that utilized the
NMA, as well as breakdowns of NMA
work hours by craft, industry and state.

If your company is signatory to the
NMA and is not on this list, but you did a
significant number of work hours under
the program, it may be due to the fact
that you are not adequately reporting
your work hours on NMAPC.org. For
assistance in reporting work hours,
please feel free to contact the NMAPC
office at (703) 841-9707, ext. 118.

top nma contractors

TOP 10 NMA Contractors
Ranked by 2021 Work Hours
By Owner-Clients
About the NMA Rankings

Rank

Data can make all the difference
when making decisions for the
future of your business.

Owner

Work Hours

1

General Motors Company

10,975,670

2

Cleveland-Cliffs Inc.

2,872,868

•

Where is the work happening?

3

Ford Motor Company

2,532,238

•

What industry needs the most
support?

4

United States Steel Corporation

2,410,448

5

Cenovus Energy, Inc.

2,352,720

What contractors might need
extra hands?

6

American Electric Power

1,473,479

7

BP Products North America, Inc.

1,371,302

Knowing where the labor needs are,
what the craft needs are, who the biggest employers are can be the difference between a breakout year and a
lean one.
In an industry that is shifting quickly,
it is important to keep our finger on the
pulse of what is happening and where.
These tables show where the opportunities lie.
Success is based on data-driven
decisions. TAUC wants to ensure that
whatever data we have, we share.

8

Stellantis

1,356,209

9

AK Steel

1,232,412

10

North Star BlueScope Steel, LLC

896,779

By Industry
Sum of 2021 Work Hours
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Steel/Aluminum
Sector
Rank

Contractor

Work Hours

1

SSS, Inc.

838,649

2

ACMS Group, Inc.

585,737

3

GEM Industrial Inc.

457,380

4

Barton Malow Company

452,379

5

Solid Platforms, Inc.

446,423

6

Morrison Construction Company

339,037

7

Advantage Industrial Systems, LLC

334,839

8

Stevens Engineers & Constructors, Inc.

303,383

9

Lakehead Constructors, Inc.

300,016

10

Hayes Mechanical Inc.

292,207

Automotive Sector
Rank

22
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Contractor

Work Hours

1

Superior Electric Great Lakes Co.

901,469

2

Barton Malow Company

860,455

3

Conti Corporation

770,004

4

Gallagher-Kaiser Corporation

709,423

5

International Industrial Contracting Corporation

671,545

6

Lighthouse Electric Co., Inc.

603,045

7

Universal Piping Industries, LLC

598,221

8

Superior Electric Tennessee Valley Company

494,841

9

Commercial Contracting Corporation

434,131

10

John E. Green Co.

419,808

Utility Sector
Rank

Contractor

Work Hours

1

Enerfab Power & Industrial, Inc.

958,138

2

BrandSafway Industries LLC

856,919

3

Babcock & Wilcox Construction Co., LLC

685,027

4

MPW Environmental Services, Inc.

588,181

5

Industrial Contractors Skanska

457,237

6

Hayes Mechanical Inc.

376,905

7

The Jamar Company

360,281

8

Minnotte Contracting Corporation

321,392

9

StructSure Scaffold Solutions LLC

280,217

10

Sterling Boiler & Mechanical, Inc.

273,059

Petroleum/Natural
Gas Sector
Rank

Contractor

Work Hours

1

AZCO Inc.

1,053,548

2

Amex Nooter LLC

492,656

3

Newtron, LLC

456,991

4

AECOM Industrial Maintenance Inc.

260,028

5

Chapman Corporation

248,950

6

Riggs Distler & Company, Inc.

247,088

7

BMWC Constructors, Inc.

232,690

8

RMF Nooter, Inc.

208,480

9

Weldtech Services Inc.

205,094

10

BrandSafway Industries LLC

189,719
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Study: Confidence High for
Growth; Workforce Aging
BY MIKE DORSE Y

Mike Dorsey is the Vice
President for both The
Association of Union
Constructors and the
National Maintenance
Agreements Policy
Committee, Inc.

W

ith our industry seemingly passed
the grips of COVID-19 and the
resulting change in the business landscape,
professionals in the union construction
industry have considerable confidence in
the growth prospects for the construction
and maintenance industry in 2022. This
was just one takeaway from TAUC's annual
Union Craft Labor Supply Study, now in
its eighth year. Based on a comprehensive
survey of 693 industry respondents conducted in January 2022, once again, TAUC
commissioned the Construction Labor
Research Council (CLRC) to conduct the
survey and compile the resulting study and
analysis. Contractors, building trades representatives, owner-clients, construction
managers and association professionals
of every size and from every geographic
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region weighed in and gave their perspectives, creating a truly one-of-a-kind data set.
With last year's survey conducted during
the COVID-19 pandemic, this year’s survey
was somewhat removed from the guise
of the virus. Perhaps the most surprising
finding of the survey this year was the
dearth of younger people completing the
survey. There were no respondents in
the 20-29 age category and just 5% were
in the 30-39 grouping! That means that
95% of the sample was age 40 and over.
The 50-59 age range was easily the most
populous, with 44% of the respondents.
Assuming the sample responding to the
survey is representative of the overall
population of workers in the construction
and maintenance industry, it is definitely a
mature industry, agewise.
There was considerable confidence in
the growth prospects for the construction
and maintenance industry. In fact, 80%
projected growth and a strong 30% projected “Very Strong Growth” for 2022. The
improved growth projections were nearly
universal across all the demographic data
cuts. In other words, nearly every role,
region, industry, organization size and age
group were bullish on growth for 2022.
After a reprieve last year, reported
union craftworker shortages are back to
their pre-COVID-19 levels. However, while
most respondents reported a shortage, it
was a small shortage (51%). Meanwhile,
a sizable percentage reported having
the right number of workers (23%) or a
surplus (9%). Only 17% reported a large
shortage in 2021. These findings were
very robust across the data cuts, with

almost no exceptions. That is, regardless
of role, region, industry, organization size,
or age group, there were more people
reporting a union craftworker shortage in
2021, albeit a small shortage. Once again,
the two crafts with the largest percentage
reporting a shortage were Electricians and
Carpenters & Millwrights. These crafts
have had the largest shortages for the past
three survey years, including projections
for 2022 and apprentice shortages last
year (2021).
The perceived vaccination status of
union craftworkers was fairly low (actual
vaccination rates not available for this
study). More specifically, 59% of the
study participants reported that 50% or

There was
considerable
confidence
in the growth
prospects...80%
projected growth
and a strong 30%
projected “Very
Strong Growth”
for 2022.

fewer of the union craft employees in their
organization were vaccinated and just 14%
said that at least 70% were vaccinated. A
large majority (83%) indicated that they
were aware of at least one craftsperson
in their organization who missed work or
underperformed because of a substance
abuse issue in 2021. Unfortunately, the
survey found that 20% said they knew of a
craftworker in their organization who died
by suicide in 2021. This ever-growing challenge for our industry will require our collective attention, compassion and action.
Each year, we include a new set of
custom questions as a one-time event
(previous questions are rotated off). These
questions focus on emerging issues or
topics critical to the construction and
maintenance industries. This year's questions focused on:
• Demographic data cuts on the age
of the participants in the study (with
some surprising findings)
• Additional unique perspectives on
union craft staffing like pervasiveness of labor shortage, pre-COVID-19
vs. current staffing and confidence in
meeting craft labor needs
• Questions about employee health
and well-being like vaccination status,
substance abuse and suicide
All of this information and more is waiting
for you in TAUC’s 2022 Union Craft Labor
Supply Study — over 90 pages of charts
and in-depth analysis. And the best part is,
it’s completely free. Just go to www.tauc.
org/laborsupply and download the PDF.
You can also download previous studies
there as well. n
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What’s the Deal
With the New Helmet?

Kathleen Dobson is the
Chair of the TAUC EHS
Committee and Safety
Director for Alberici
Constructors.

BY K ATHLEEN DOBSON

T

he hard hat is archaic technology. Its
harness system design wasn’t intended
to protect workers from impacts, but
rather only falling objects, and its design
creates an even bigger risk: will it stay on
during and after a fall?
Edward Bullard is credited with the invention of the hard hat over 100 years ago.
For the most part, the design hasn’t really
changed all that much. There have been
some improvements over that time span,
such as electrical resistance, reverse donning and adapting to allow attachments
such as face shields and earmuffs, but the
overall design and function have remained
relatively the same.
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Currently, head protection must meet
options for attachable accessories such as
American National Standards Institute
face shields, visors and hearing protection
(ANSI) Z89.1 (USA), Standards Council of
are important to organizations.
Canada (CSA) Z94.1 (Canada) or European
As part of Alberici’s zero-incident safety
EN12492 standards. Head protection may
culture, early in 2019 we set out to improve
not meet all three, so contractors need to
on our head protection program by evalube diligent regarding their selection based
ating several manufacturers' helmets, then
on their needs.
brainstorming with a group that included
The alpine-style helmet is drawing keen
safety representatives, trades representainterest in the construction industry. This
tives and craft leaders as well as upper
helmet is like those that mountain climbers
management. By mid-2020, we made a
or cyclists use, and those of us working in
corporatewide decision to change from the
the field are aware that this helmet is the
traditional style hard hat to an alpine-style
next generation of protective headgear. helmet, and in April 2021, all projects were
Once larger contractors begin wide-scale
issued their new branded helmets. Alberici
use of the helmet and our owner-clients
is continuing to issue helmets to every
see the benefit, it is our belief that
employee who is hired by the company.
most construction workers will tran- To date, over 3,000 helmets have been
sition from hard hats to helmets.
distributed.
Unlike traditional hard hats, which
Alberici acknowledges the cost of the
have a suspension system designed
helmets is not cheap, compared with the
to distribute the force of an impact
traditional style hard hat; however, after
to the top of the hard hat, these hel- having an employee suffer a severe head
mets are designed to take the force
injury during a fall when his hard hat
of an impact from several locations, flew off, it was an easy decision to try to
including the top, front, rear and
better protect workers in the field. “The
portions of the sides of the helmet. traditional hard hat is good, but if there’s
The addition of an integral chin strap
something better on the market, it’s our
helps secure the helmet to the head
responsibility as employers to find it and
in the event of a fall — aiding in the
incorporate it into our work processes,”
reduction of traumatic brain inju- noted John Alberici, Chairman Emeritus.
ries resulting from the head striking “Further, if we can save one person from
objects on the way down.
a traumatic brain injury, the value to that
More and more manufacturers
person and their family is immeasurable,”
have brought the alpine-style helmet
he added.
to market, and we know that comConcerned safety professionals see
panies have a lot to consider when
this as a way for OSHA to issue citamaking their helmet selection. Cost, tions. The general duty clause states that
color,
classification/ratings
and
employers have a responsibility to their

As helmets become more
prevalent in our industry,
make the right choice
based on cost, comfort
and function.

workers: “Each employer shall furnish to
each of his employees employment and a
place of employment which are free from
recognized hazards that are causing or are
likely to cause death or serious physical
harm to his employees.” If employers do
not provide the best safety option for their
workers and a significant incident happens,
will OSHA look the other way if the incident involves a head injury with a hard hat
versus a helmet?
At Alberici, we developed an internal
committee with our labor superintendents
to review all the newest head-protection
technology. After months of testing several
products, and carefully weighing the pros
and cons of each, we came to a consensus
decision on the type of helmet we provided
to our projects and field workers. Having
the commitment of the field leaders AND
upper management was huge in getting
all the trades to buy into the process. As
part of this collaborative effort, everyone
understood we were doing it for the right
reasons, and that made it more agreeable
to everyone in the end.
The life span of the helmet is longer than
the traditional hard hat, where we may see
some cost savings over time with the new
headgear. Regardless, the overall performance and increased protection is why
we’ve made the change.

There are many pros and cons to selecting
one helmet over another. Milwaukee Tool,
TAUC’s Legacy Partner, has invested heavily
into research and development of one of
the best helmets on the market. If your
return on investment (ROI) is important
to you, their helmets offer more than one
style of helmet — brimmed and brimless, a
wide variety of optional equipment at a fair
cost, and they can prove their worthiness
with data.
For those who need assurance that a
helmet can protect a worker, we look to
standards. Consensus standards are
developed much like tripartite agreements,
in that there is a variety of interested parties involved in the overall decision-making
process. The ANSI/ISEA 89.1 standard for
industrial head protection is a consensus
standard, developed by manufacturers,
technical advisors, end users and more,
and is a basis for design and protection.
Voluntary industry consensus standards
recognized by the American National
Standards Institute are required to be
reviewed every five years to account for
improvements in technology, test methods
and materials, user needs and trends in
use and application of products covered
under the respective standard. The most
current revision of the American National
Standards Institute Standard for Industrial

Head Protection, ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2019
represents an effort to accommodate
characteristics of industrial head protection that end users, identified as being
important as work environments change
and emerging hazards are identified. The
updated version incorporates optional
preconditioning at higher temperatures
than the standard test temperatures.
Head-protection devices that meet the
applicable product performance criteria
after having been exposed to these higher
temperatures will bear a unique mark indicating such, to provide easy identification
to the user.
Milwaukee’s helmets are ANSI/ISEA
89.1 Type II Rated. They meet the energyabsorption capacity clauses 4.2.1.2 (Front),
4.2.1.3 (Side), and 4.2.1.4 (Rear), and
retention-system clauses 4.2.3 (Strength)
& 4.2.4 (Effectiveness) of EN12492:2012.
They also have a 10-year shelf life, which
helps reduce replacement costs.
As helmets become more prevalent
in our industry, make the right choice
based on cost, comfort, and function. Use
research and merit to decide. Always get
competitive bids and look to who has the
best “fit” for your organization.

Continued on page 28
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Hard Hat/Helmet Types and Classes
Impact
Protection

ANSI Z89.1-2104 (R2019)

Type I

Intended to reduce the force of impact resulting from a blow only to the
top of the head.

Type II

Intended to reduce the force of lateral impact resulting from a blow that
may be received off-center, from the side or to the top of the head.

Electrical Protection

ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2014 (R2019) and Canadian CSA Z94.12005 standards

Class E (Electrical)

Designed to reduce exposure to high-voltage conductors and offer
dielectric protection up to 20,000 volts (phase to ground).

Class G (General)

Designed to reduce exposure to low-voltage conductors and offer
dielectric protection up to 2,200 volts (phase to ground).

Class C (Conductive)

Not intended to provide protection against contact with electrical
conductors. May include vented options for increased breathability.

Class E

Class G

Helmet

Hard Hat

New style and design, growing in popularity.
Readily accepted by younger workers who
are used to wearing bike helmets

Traditional

Provides top and side head protection –
(Type II)

Provides protection to top of
head (Type I)

Chin strap keeps helmet on during slips, trips
and falls

Unlikely to remain on head
during slips, trips and falls

Available in front-brim or no-brim style

Available in front-brim or fullbrim styles

Available in vented (Class C) or unvented
(Class E)

Available in vented (Class C)
or unvented (Class E)

Greater cost – longer use life

Lesser cost

Graph courtesy of Milwaukee Tool. n
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The Opportunity of
Offshore Wind
BY TODD MUSTARD, VICE PRESIDENT

Todd Mustard is the
Vice President for
both The Association
of Union Constructors
and the National
Maintenance
Agreements Policy
Committee, Inc.

A

ccording to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration, in 2021, 68% of U.S.
energy came from petroleum (36%) and
natural gas (32%). Renewable energy made
up only 12%, and wind power was just over a
quarter of the renewable category. Globally,
there are 27,000 megawatts of offshore
wind — of that the U.S. only has 42. Stating
the obvious, the U.S. has a way to go, but it
looks like there might be a change blowing
in. The developments of new technologies, changes in the political climate and
many other global shifting priorities are
driving the shift away from fossil fuels to
renewable energy, and wind is seen as a
viable opportunity to help us achieve this
shift while meeting our energy needs as a
nation.
This is, in part, due to the fact that
“roughly 80% of Americans live within
200 miles of the coast, allowing offshore

Source: American Clean Power’s website:
https://cleanpower.org/facts/offshore-wind/

wind to generate significant amounts of
electricity close to consumers.” The U.S.
Department of Energy determined that
the U.S. could install up to 86,000 megawatts of offshore projects by 2050, and
President Joe Biden set a wind energy
production goal of 30 gigawatts by 2030,
a goal that would have the U.S. producing
more from offshore wind than the rest of
the world combined. For context, a single
nuclear power plant produces one gigawatt of power on average. Five gigawatts
is enough to power roughly 22.5 million
homes. This wind energy initiative of 30
gigawatts would generate enough to power
nearly all the United States’ 140 million
homes. It is a tall order, requiring massive
coordination, labor, technology and knowhow to make it happen. One company, the
undisputed world leader in offshore wind,
wants to help us get there.
Orsted, once an
oil and gas company run for, and by,
the government of
Denmark, radically
changed its philosophies and business
model in 2010. In a
preemptive
move,
Orsted divested all
fossil fuel assets
and moved to 100%
renewable
energy
and completed this
transition in a mere

two years. Now, it builds offshore wind,
solar and renewable energy storage projects across the globe. In the U.S, it has
close to five gigawatts, which compared
with some of the larger power companies
whose capacities can range from 12 to 57
gigawatts, it is not the biggest player in the
game by far. However, it is the undisputed
leader in offshore wind, having built the
world's first offshore wind farm in 1991.
Currently, Orsted’s footprint in the U.S.
is small — it owns and operates the Block
Island Wind Farm off the coast of Rhode
Island. Its five turbines generate a mere 30
megawatts. For reference, there are only
seven total turbines currently spinning in
the U.S., and Orsted also built the other
two for the Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind
Project (CVOW) for Dominion Energy.
Block Island Wind Farm is one-thousandth of Biden’s goal for 30 gigawatts of
power with offshore wind, these are baby
steps as far as total needs met. However,
the real potential here is in capacity, scalability and efficiency. When compared with
other green energy solutions, such as solar,
the space required is lower, the limitations
are fewer, and the stability and longevity of
the equipment is higher.
Solar farms take up significant amounts
of space, nuclear power plants aren’t anyone’s favorite thing to have near a densely
populated area. But these wind farms
will be safely within close range of Boston,
New York City, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, D.C., as well as countless
Continued on page 30
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other major population centers. We are
talking about a significant amount of clean,
renewable, scalable energy, produced
without significant impact to the land, the
environment, or any significant safety concern. But this isn’t just coastal.
The offshore wind supply chain is established in 44 states. Yes, many of the major
components, for sheer logistics, will be
right there on the coast, but all the inputs
that go into those motors, generators,
control sets, steel, etc., is going to come
from deep in the U.S. Even far interior
regions like the Midwest, Great Lakes and
Deep South can and will all greatly benefit
from offshore wind.
And that is before we even start talking
about jobs and work opportunities for our
TAUC member contractors.
Each 14-megawatt individual turbine is
about 1,000 feet tall from the top of the
blade to the water. They are then anchored
to the seabed up to 200 feet down with a
20-inch-thick steel monopile and a foundation that weighs about 5 million tons.
Current development plans by multiple

contractors include 450 turbines across
14 proposed sites, with more projects in
the pipeline all the time.
Building these towers will be multitrade
endeavors, requiring skilled craftspeople
from nearly every craft. The life span of
these turbines and substations are roughly
30-35 years, needing maintenance and
skilled trades to keep them at full capacity
operation. There will be jobs. Jobs for
people who build the wind farms and the
onshore substations. There will be jobs to
maintain them for the 30- to 35-year life of
these projects. Stating the obvious, there
will be a lot of jobs.
David Hardy, the CEO of Offshore Wind
North America at Orsted, recently spoke
at TAUC’s 2022 Leadership Conference
in May. Currently, Orsted is about a $50
billion market cap company with roughly
8,000 employees. He spoke about the
future of offshore wind, union labor and
the need for skilled trades.
At current estimates, the Interior
Department’s Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management (BOEM) estimates that

this initiative could support up to 25,000
development and construction jobs with
an additional 7,000 support jobs. After
that, just the skilled labor to maintain the
5 gigawatts of Orsted’s currently awarded
power production, is approximately 300
people, full time, for 35 years, and there is
25 more gigawatts to account for on their
way. This new industry not only stands
to provide clean renewable energy for
millions but employ highly skilled craftspeople for their entire careers.
Orsted has partnered directly with
North America’s Building Trades Unions
(NABTU) to create a mutually beneficial
project labor agreement specific to offshore wind that will help facilitate work
opportunities for union contractors and
labor on the 14 projects that are in various
stages of development up and down the
eastern seaboard. Offshore wind has
a proven track record globally and will
become a major component to meet the
domestic energy needs of tomorrow. n

“We're gonna go quickly from
30 megawatts [production
capability] to three gigawatts
in the next couple of years,”
Hardy said, “it's kind of
rough order of magnitude
there…it's going to be a lot of
green power.”
David Hardy, CEO of Offshore Wind North America at
Orsted, speaking at TAUC Leadership Conference 2022.
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Everything you need to
manage your projects.
In one place.
From keeping your workforce productive to staying on top of
job costs—we have what you need to safely deliver quality
work on schedule and on budget.
Explore our construction management software for
the trades now.
procore.com/subcontractors
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